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Intradural lumbar disk herniation is an uncommon occurrence in the natural course and clinical spectrum of lumbar disk disease. The reported cases suggest an incidence of 0.13%. This case report presents some of the commonly occurring clinical and radiographic findings in intradural lumbar disk herniation, including those of CT. It also demonstrates the importance of metrizamide-enhanced CT in the evaluation of intradural lesions.

Case Report

A 60-year-old man had a long history of low back pain. Two months before admission, he developed increasing lumbar back pain and intermittent radicular pain. At the time of admission, he had acute radicular pain and exhibited acute and progressive neurologic changes, including lower extremity weakness, more marked on the right than the left, and some bowel and bladder dysfunction. The patient had absent lower extremity reflexes.

An unenhanced CT scan (Fig. 1A) showed a density posterior to the disk that appeared to be distinctly different from the thecal sac. CT at the level of the L3–L4 disk space showed a protruding disk not only posteriorly but also anteriorly and laterally (Fig. 1B). The epidural fat space was obliterated. Metrizamide myelography, performed for further evaluation of the severe and progressive neurologic changes, demonstrated a complete block at the level of the L3–L4 disk interspace (Fig. 2). A cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) protein level at the time of myelography from below the block was greater than 1800 mg/dl. The CSF fluid was clear. A delayed CT scan (Fig. 3) after metrizamide myelography demonstrated a complete block at the L3–L4 disk interspace level secondary to an irregular lobulated intradural mass.

Exploratory laminectomy at the L3 level revealed the dura to be tense, slightly discolored, and firm. A firm intradural mass could be felt with transdural palpation. On opening the dura a lobular white mass was seen to be enmeshed among the nerve roots of the cauda equina. The nerve roots of the cauda equina were displaced dorsally by the mass. A 2.5 cm lobular white mass was removed. This mass originated from a defect in the ventral dura and arachnoid at the level of the L3–L4 interspace. The defect in the ventral dura and arachnoid measured about 3–4 mm. The ventral dura appeared to be adherent to the posterior longitudinal ligament at this level. This appeared to be secondary to epidural scarring.

Intradural and extradural exploration failed to reveal any additional mass or fragments. The disk space was curetted and the defect in the ventral dura closed. Subsequent histologic examination of the intradural mass identified it as cartilage with focal degenerative changes consistent with herniated disk material.

The patient’s recovery was uneventful. He had complete relief of the radicular pain and gradual resolution of the neurologic deficits. On discharge, he demonstrated increased strength in his lower extremities.

Discussion

Forty-nine cases of intradural disk herniation have been reported [1]. Thirty-six involved the lumbar disk interspaces [2]. The earliest reported case was by Dandy [3] in 1942.

The incidence has been variously reported by numerous authors, including Dandy [3], 1:300 (0.33%); Peyser and Harari [4], 2:753 (0.27%); Lyons and Wise [5], 1:2500 (0.04%); Slater et al. [6], 2:1000 (0.2%); Carcavilla et al. [7], 2:740 (0.27%); Paine et al. [8], 2:1078 (0.2%); and our own experience of 1:1816 (0.06%). The overall combined incidence from these reported studies is 11:8187 (0.13%).

Intradural lumbar disk herniation has occurred so infrequently that generalizations regarding its clinical and radiologic presentation and appearance are difficult to make; however, several commonly occurring characteristics have been observed in this and the other reported cases. Most reported intradural lumbar disk herniations have histories of chronic low back pain of some duration, followed by an acute, often severe episode of back pain or radicular pain and progressive neurologic deficits suggestive of multiple root involvement. The neurologic deficits have been reported to be slightly more severe than usually associated with extradural disk herniations. Several cases have been associated with previous lumbar surgical procedures [4, 6, 9, 10]. CSF protein has nearly always been elevated, even if a complete block has not been present [10].

Plain radiographs may or may not demonstrate intradiscal narrowing. Myelograms have usually revealed a complete block, and it is difficult to differentiate intradural disk herniation from other intradural mass lesions of the lumbar area, including neurofibroma, meningioma, lipoma, epidermoid and arachnoid cyst, metastases, and even large extradural disk herniations [10].

Unenhanced CT failed to reveal significant abnormalities...
sufficient to explain our patient's neurologic findings. The density posterior to the disk at the level of Figure 1A may represent the fibrous adhesion between the ventral dura and the posterior longitudinal ligament later observed at surgery.

No extradural disk material was found at surgery. The contrast-enhanced (metrizamide) CT scan demonstrated the lobular intradural mass. This allowed for a confident preoperative diagnosis of an intradural mass, and it also helped to define...
its extent. This was useful in planning the surgery preoperatively.

Hodge et al. [10] suggested that metrizamide myelography and metrizamide CT can be used to suggest the diagnosis of lumbar intradural disk herniation preoperatively by demonstrating an irregular or lobular intradural mass. With the exception of metastatic disease, the more common causes of intradural masses in the lower lumbar region have characteristically smooth margins. Smith [2] recommended analysis of the CSF macrophages for evidence of fibrocartilage as a way to make the preoperative diagnosis of intradural disk herniation.

The mechanism of intradural disk herniation is not known with certainty. It is probable that a primary or preexisting abnormality must be present to allow intradural disk herniation to occur.

Blikra [11] demonstrated with autopsy material that there is generally only a loose connection between the ventral surface of the dura and the posterior longitudinal ligament in the lumbar region. But in some cases, there was a very firm, dense connection between the dura, posterior ligament, and anulus. Other reported cases have shown dense, firm adhesions of the ventral dura and posterior ligament both in patients without [2, 5, 11, 12] and with [4, 6, 9, 10] histories of previous surgery.

On the basis of reported cases, the existence of a firm attachment of the ventral dura and posterior longitudinal ligament probably plays a significant role in the occurrence of intradural disk herniation. This probably occurs as a result of several mechanisms, including long-standing degenerative or inflammatory changes of the disk, minor trauma, surgery, and developmental anatomic variations.

In general, the prognosis of these patients has been good, with postoperative recovery essentially the same as with patients having extradural disk herniations and similar neurologic presentation.
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